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Nelson™ Swag Leg Desk and Tables

George Nelson

A SIGNATURE SHAPE
In typical George Nelson style, the design brief for what
would become the swag leg group was deceptively simple:
“Wouldn’t it be beautiful to have some kind of sculptured
leg on a piece of furniture?” Then came the challenges.
Make the legs of metal, machine formed and prefinished.
And design them for quick assembly. Using pressure to
taper and curve a metal tube—swaging—proved the best
way to produce the legs. Inserting a screw in the legs and
rotating them in opposite directions made quick work of
assembly. In 1958, everything came together to make a
desk and tables in sizes that are right for home or office.
STYLES FOR MANY USES
The desk’s size is right for today’s compact electronics. The accompanying work
table provides area for spreading things out. And because all work and no time for
relaxing bored George Nelson, he made sure his swag leg group included dining
tables in round and rectangular styles.
STRENGTH AND STABILITY
Legs screw together to make a strong joint. Solid walnut stretchers bolt to the legs
to complete the stable, durable base common to the desk and tables.

Beyond the dining table and chairs shown, the Nelson swag leg
group includes a desk and work table.

MADE FOR QUICK ASSEMBLY
As with the original design, the swag leg tables and desk come ready to assemble
to make shipping easy and economical.

Depth:
Width:
Height:

NS5850
Desk
28 1⁄2"
39"
34 1⁄2"

NS5851
Dining Table
36"
54"
29 3⁄8"

NS5852
Dining Table
48" diameter
29 3⁄8"

NS5854
Work Table
36"
54"
29 3⁄8"

Finishes
Top: white laminate or walnut veneer top with walnut veneer edge band
Base: chrome with walnut stretcher

Nelson Swag Leg
Desk

Nelson Swag Leg
Rectangular Dining Table

Nelson Swag Leg
Round Dining Table

Nelson Swag Leg
Rectangular Work Table

warranty
Nelson swag leg desk and tables are covered by the Herman Miller Warranty for one year.
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